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From National Cinemas to Cinema and the
National: Rethinking the National in
Transnational Chinese Cinemas

Chris Berry and Mary Farquhar
Writing about national cinemas used to be
an easy task: film critics believed all they
had to do was to construct a linear
historical narrative describing a
developm ent of a cinema w ithin a
particular national boundary whose unity
and coherence seemed to be beyond all
doubt.
Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto (Yoshimoto

1993: 338)

At the beginning of the introduction to his important and
recent anthology of writing on Chinese cinema, Sheldon Lu
characterizes Transnational Chinese Cinemas as ua collective
rethinking of the national/transnational interface in Chinese film
history and in film studies . . . ” （Lu 1997: 1). In this essay， he
goes on to trace how the cinema in China has developed within
a transnational context. As in most of the world, it arrived in the
late nineteenth century as a foreign thing. When the Chinese
began making films, they were heavily conscious that the
Chinese market was dominated by foreign film, and by the late
1920s they increasingly saw the cinema as an important tool for
promoting patriotic resistance to Western and Japanese
domination of China. Following the establishment of the People's
Republic, most foreign film was excluded and an effort was
made to "sinicize" the cinema within a socialist framework.
Meanwhile, the cinemas of Taiwan and Hong Kong came to
depend on diasporic Chinese audiences. Most recently, all
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Chinese cinemas have participated in the forces of globalization
through co-productions and the work of emigres in Hollywood.
With this history in mind, he concludes, The study of national
cinemas must then transform into transnational film studies"(Lu
1997: 25).
We are in complete agreement with Lu. His anthology
goes on to consider the transnational dimension through the
various essays included in it. But the questions we want to pose
here arise from an effort to think through some of the
implications of Lu's argument for the national. In attempting to
address this, we will make one initial point, and then raise three
questions, all of them stemming directly from Lu's statement that
"The study of national cinemas must then transform into
transnational film studies." On the basis of these considerations,
we conclude that national cinemas as a field of study should be
abandoned and that it should be replaced with a larger analytic
framework of cinema and the national.
First, our initial point. Lu’s conclusion is phrased as a
general remark. He doesn't say that the study of Chinese
national cinemas needs to be transformed into transnational
Chinese film studies, but simply that the study of national
cinemas needs to be transformed into transnational film studies.
What this implies is a larger significance: it suggests that
Chinese cinemas can claim to be exemplary sites in the study of
cinema and the national.
This is an important point. For, as Rey Chow has noted,
“While [authors dealing with Western cultures】are thought to
deal with intellectual or theoretical issues, [authors dealing with
non-W estern cultures] even when they are dealing with
intellectual or theoretical issues, are compulsorily required to
characterize...their intellectual and theoretical issues by way of a
national, ethnic or cultural location. Once such a location is
named, however, the work associated with it is usually
considered too narrow or specialized to warrant general interest"
(Chow 1998: 4-5).
How can Chinese cinemas challenge this tendency and
stand as exemplary sites in the rethinking of the field hitherto
known as “national cinemas?” When the idea of the nation
seemed transparent and universal, the national appeared in
English-language film studies in the form of national cinemas.
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These were supposedly cast in the image of the nation that
created them. Privileged locations for their study were therefore
places that least troubled the assumed unity and coherence of
the nation. For the most part, these were the European nation
states and Japan. As Yeh Yueh-yu has pointed out, while this
national cinema paradigm was dominant, the difficulty of fitting
Hong Kong and Taiwan cinemas into it contributed to their
neglect in English-language academia and helped people to
write about mainland cinema as Chinese “national cinema” in a
seemingly unproblematic way (Yeh 1998: 4; Yeh and Nornes
1998).
However, as the comment at the head of this article—
made almost a decade ago now— by Mitushiro Yoshimoto
indicates, the transparency of the nation has been undermined,
most crucially by Benedict Anderson's work demonstrating that,
like so many supposedly universal concepts, the modern nation
is in fact a European one imposed on the rest of the world
(Anderson 1991). As a result, we believe a shift in Englishlanguage film studies from the expressive model of national
cinemas to a problematic composed of cinema and the national
is occurring and deserves recognition.
For those interested in Chinese cinemas in the plural, not
assuming national cinema seems to be a more promising
starting point than the expressive model. Furthermore, although
seem ingly transparent, national form ations can be
deconstructed and it is those places that have the most complex
relation to the national that are now likely to emerge as
exemplary sites of analysis. Few places have a more complex
relation to the national than the combination constituted by the
People's Republic, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and the
Chinese diaspora. Today "China" accommodates a multitude of
spoken languages, minority nationalities and religious affiliations.
It is claimed by two state powers: the People’s Republic of China
with its capital in Beijing and the Republic of China currently
based on Taiwan. It has been through numerous territorial
reconfigurations over the last century and half, and has spawned
a global diaspora. This is why Chinese cinemas can emerge as
key sites in the shift from national cinemas to cinema and the
national. They achieve this status because of China's fraught
relation to the nation-state as something both imposed and
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appropriated in the wake of imperialism. Therefore, focusing on
them in the shift to an examination of cinema and the national
can be part of the dismantling of eurocentrism in Englishlanguage film studies itself.
With this situation as a backdrop, its implications can be
considered by raising the three questions alluded to earlier.
■

First, what do we mean by transnational" and what is at
stake in the adoption of the term for the study of Chinese
cinemas?

The term “transnational” has become extremely popular
since the 1990s. It is usually used in a fairly vague way to refer
to phenomena that exceed the boundaries of any single national
space. However, there is a tension around the term, which
stems from its relation to the concept of “globalization.” In many
uses, transnational phenomena are understood simply as
products of the globalizing process. For example, while the
multinational corporation is headquartered in one country and
operates in many, "[a] truly transnational corporation...is adrift
and mobile, ready to settle anywhere and exploit any state
including its own, as long as the affiliation serves its own
interest" (Miyoshi 1996: 86-87).
In contrast, other w riters have wanted to use
“transnational” to oppose the rhetoric of universality and
homogenization seemingly implied in the term "globalization."
For them, the "transnational" is more grounded. It suggests that
phenomena that exceed the national also need to be specified in
terms of the particular places and times in which they operate,
the particular people they affect, and how they are constituted
and maintained (see Hannerz 1996: 6; Duara 1997:1030).
The focus on China in Chinese film studies clearly
precludes assumptions about global universality (although it
certainly includes consideration of the impact of capitalist
“globalization”). However， the issue of homogeneity versus
specificity remains crucial to the question of how we might
conceptualize the transnational in “transnational Chinese
cinemas." One possibility is that the territorial nation-state and
national cinema as sites of Chineseness are being eclipsed by a
higher level of unity, namely that of a Chinese cultural order that
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is transnational. This would be the kind of culturalism that
supports Western discourses ranging from Orientalism as
critiqued by Said to Huntington’s clash of civilizations, and
Chinese discourses on Greater China (Da Z/7〇ng/7ua) and Tu
W eiming’s “Cultural China” （Said 1976; Huntington 1993;
Uhalley 1994; Tu 1991).
The alternative is that the transnational is understood not
as a higher order, but as a larger arena of connection, within
which a variety of regional, national, and local specificities
operate in various relations to each other. The emphasis here
would not be on dissolving the distinctions between different
Chinese cinemas into a larger cultural unity expressed in
Chinese cinemas as a whole. Instead, it would understand
Chineseness as a multiple and dynamic formation which the
cinema can both help to construct and to contest.
We prefer the second option. But key to understanding
these two different trajectories for the deployment of the
“transnational” is the question of what the “national” in the word
"transnational" means. This leads to our next question.
■

大中華

Second, how does the study of cinema and the national
change when it is placed in a transnational framework, and
how might Chinese cinemas illuminate this problem?

Understandings of Chinese transnationality as a higher
level of coherent unity above the nation-state reinstate the
national under a different name. Whether Chinese or Western in
origin and whether praising or critical, they simply deploy
culture/ethnicity/race (minzu) rather than territory as the criterion
defining the nation as a coherent unity. The distinction here is
between an ethnic nation and a nation-state. Yet both forms
retain the idea of the nation as a coherent unity. This coherent
unity is also assumed in the study of national cinemas. However,
the rethinking of the nation alluded to earlier problematizes any
presumption of the nation as a coherent unity, regardless of the
criterion used to ground that presumption.
The rethinking of the nation and the national has produced
a very large body of literature. However, three major outcomes
pertinent to this essay can be discerned. First, the nation is not
universal and transhistorical but a socially and historically
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located form of community with origins in post-Enlightenment
Europe, and there are other ways of conceiving of the nation or
similar large communities. Second, if this form of community
appears fixed, unified and coherent, then that is an effect that is
produced by the suppression of internal difference and blurred
boundaries. Third, producing this effect of fixity, coherence and
unity depends upon the establishment and recitation of stories
and images. The nation exists because it is narrated.
Before elaborating on these points, the implications of
these outcomes must be briefly considered. For those committed
to the nation, the outcomes can seem to be an attack on its very
existence. And for those opposed to the nation, they can seem
to presage its imminent demise. Yet, if the metaphor of
construction implies potential demolition, it also suggests that
new nations can be built and existing nations renovated. In other
words, how this more recent discourse on the nation gets used
is not immanent to that discourse, but dependent upon social
and institutional power relations.
One reason for the frequent assumption that recent
thought constitutes an attack on the nation is the title that looms
over this entire field: Imagined Communities by Benedict
Anderson (Anderson 1991). In a survey of writing on national
cinemas Michael Walsh finds that, “of all the theorists of
nationalism in the fields of history and political science,
Anderson has been the only writer consistently appropriated by
those working on issues of the national in film studies" (Walsh
1996: 6). However, Anderson does not use “imagined” to mean
“imaginary，” but to designate those communities too large for
their members to meet face to face and which therefore must be
imagined by them to exist. He also distinguishes between the
modern nation-state as one form of imagined community and
others, including the dynastic empire. For example, he points out
that empires are defined by central points where the emperor
resides, whereas nation-states are defined by territorial
boundaries. Those living in em pires are subjects with
obligations, whereas those living in nation-states are citizens
with rights, and so forth (Anderson 1991: 20-28). A fter
Anderson’s watershed intervention the nation no longer appears
as something taken for granted and implicitly universal and
transhistorical, but as a historically and socially located
construction.
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Anderson's intervention also demands attention to
distinctions all too easily collapsed in the thinking that took the
nation for granted. As well as the distinction between an ethnic
or cultural nation and a territorial nation-state made above, there
is also the question of the concept of a biologically distinct
nation. However, although most cultural nations and nation
states retain links to ideas of race, it has been difficult to assert
with credibility that they are one and the same ever since the
notorious example of the Holocaust and Nazi rule in Germany.
(Of course, one example of ethnic cleansing after another has
shown that this does not mean people have stopped trying.) This
then raises the issue of internal divisions and blurred boundaries
of nations, both ethnic and territorial. Although members of
nations are (supposedly) constituted as citizens with equal rights
and obligations, this individual national identity is complicated by
citizens' affiliations to other local and transnational identity
formations, including region, class, race, religion, gender and
sexuality, to name but a few.
Why does this proliferation of affiliations create tensions
w ithin the modern nation-state and provoke efforts at
containment, when the same situation was commonly accepted
in empires, for example? In empires, agency is understood to lie
with a deity, an absolute monarch, or a hierarchy of differently
empowered subjects. In these circumstances, the various
differences among the people in an empire are not so crucial.
But the modern nation-state is understood as a collective
agency composed of all its citizens, whether acting through the
ballot box, the dictatorship of the proletariat, or some other
mechanism. In these circum stances, loyalties to other
collectivities created by other identity formations threaten the
ability of “the people” to act as an agent, and must be managed
either through suppression or careful containment.
However, this is a catch 22. As Homi Bhabha points out,
quite apart from all the other tensions, producing the nation as
collective agency in itself leads to a split between the people as
objects and as subjects of the discourse that depicts them
(Bhabha 1990: 297). So, in addition to the differentiation of
nations according to defining criteria such as culture, territory
and race, we also need to distinguish between nation as subject
or agency and nation as object.
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It is the need to produce and maintain citizenry as a
collective national subject in the face of competing and
challenging forces that leads Ann Anagnost to write that the
nation is “an ‘impossible unity’ that must be narrated into being
in both time and space，” and that “the very impossibility of the
nation as a unified subject means that this narrating activity is
never final" (Anagnost 1997: 2). To understand this endless
narrating activity in the case of the collective national subject,
Judith Butler's work on the individual subject may be useful. She
argues that the individual subject is not a transcendent given but
a discursive production dependent on rhetorical structures.
Here, she notes the Althusserian idea of interpellation, or the
hailing of the subject, where we are called upon to take up
subject positions. An example might be when heterosexual
couples repeat the marriage vows read out to them by the
celebrant. Butler terms this process “ p e rfo rm a tiv e . Her
particular contribution to the understanding of this performative
process is to ground it in history by noting that each citation of a
subject position is part of a chain that links different times and
spaces. This causes it to be necessarily different from the
previous citation in locally determined ways. Butler's privileged
example is drag as a citation of gender that undermines the
citation it repeats (Butler 1990). Another clear example would be
the way in which some members of the Chinese business
community cite Confucianism today. Although the rhetorical form
of their citation declares continuity, there must be difference
because pre-modern Confucianism despised and opposed
commerce, placing it at the bottom of a hierarchy that valued the
scholar-official over all others.
Butler's ideas on performativity and citation give us tools
for analyzing the paradox of discourses that declare the national
subject as fixed and transcendant yet are marked by
contradiction, tension, multiple versions, changes over time, and
other evidence of contingency and construction (Butler 1997).
Furthermore, her insight about the impact on the citation of the
different times and spaces it occurs in is particularly pertinent to
colonial and postcolonial environments. When the European
concept of the modern nation-state is imposed onto and/or
appropriated into other environments, it is likely to be made
sense of through a framework composed of other already
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circulating concepts of imagined community. For example,
Tsung-i Dow has given an account of the impact of the
Confucian environment upon Chinese elaborations of the
modern nation-state (Dow 1982: 347-61).
The rethinking of the nation discussed above has
combined with considerations specific to cinema studies to
undermine decisively the expressive model of national cinemas.
Considerations specific to cinema studies include growing
awareness of the dependence of nationally based film industries
upon export markets, international co-production practices, and
the likelihood that national audiences draw upon foreign films in
the process of constructing their own national identity.1
In these circumstances, it becomes proper to talk about
the reconfiguration of the academic discourse known as
“national cinemas” as an analytic framework within which to
examine cinema and the national. Just as Anderson’s work
grounds the nation as a particular type of imagined community,
so national cinemas reappear in this framework as a set of
institutional, discursive and policy practices promoted by certain
interests, originally in Europe and usually defined against
Hollywood. The framework of cinema and the national extends
beyond these specific national cinema practices, however. It
also includes the idea of a national cinema industry, which
concerns film production within a particular territory and the
policies that affect it but might not include participation in the
production of a national culture. Other areas include the
activities of a national audience within a particular territory,
censorship, regulation within a particular territory, and so on.
Most of the examples just given do not necessarily include
analysis of film texts, their dissemination of images and
narratives about the national, and their role in the construction of
national identity. There is no question that the challenge to the
expressive model of national cinemas has drawn interest away
from this kind of project. Some writers have even claimed that,
with the discrediting of national identity as something fixed and
transcendent, it would be better to abandon the examination of
cinema and national identity, and just speak about common
1 All these factors are mentioned and the third is particularly
emphasized in Higson (1989).
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cinematic tropes and patterns as “conventions” within the
cinema of certain territorial nations (Walsh 1996).
However, such a move would perform a sort of short circuit
that forecloses consideration of what is most crucially at stake in
cinematic significations of the national, namely the production of
the collective identity and, on its basis, agency. Relying on the
rethinking of the national subject as located and narrated into
existence outlined here, we advocate a return to national identity
in the cinema, not as a unified and coherent form that is
expressed in the cinema but as multiply constructed and
contested. If we adopt the idea of an ongoing tension between
the sought-for unity of the nation and the impossibility of
achieving it, one way of examining cinema and the national
would be to look at various ways in which that tension manifests
itself. Some examples follow. In all cases, Chinese cinemas can
function as exemplary sites for examination. They include:
1.

The criterion for the definition of the nation.
The cultural versus the territorial definition alluded to
above is one example, and it manifests itself frequently in
Stephen Teo’s tracing of what he calls “cultural nationalism” in
Hong Kong cinema. However, it is less clear whether this is
opposed to a territorial definition of nationhood or the classbased idea of the revolutionary nation constituted by (lthe
people” of the People’s Republic (Teo 1997).
2.

萬世流芳
悲情城市

The construction of national memory.
Territorial nation-states are said to need foundation myths.
Given that these hark back beyond the memories of the living,
the cinema has particularly great potential in the process of
narrating these memories into being. In the Chinese cinemas,
this can be illustrated not only through the various films about
the Opium Wars, including the 1943 film Etema/ F/ame
liufang) made under Japanese occupation, but also Taiwan^
C/Yy of Sadness (Se/q7>?g c/?eA7gs/7/). And possibly Hong Kong
cinema’s “cultural nationalism” can provide illustration of national
memory that is not manifested as the foundation myth of the
nation-state but instead in the continued circulation and
elaboration of a cultural repertoire of generic forms and
narratives in martial arts films and opera films, amongst others.
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3.

Other identities as internal tensions and transnational
solidarities.
National identity intersects with other identities, such as
gender, sexuality and class. To take gender for example, there
are opportunities for considering the roles that Chinese women
and men play within a cinema that articulates the needs of anti
imperialist national salvation with the need to modernize
perceived as an international struggle of women against
patriarchy. These considerations can also extend to the
cinematic language used to invoke a pedagogical rather than
libidinal relation between the audience and those gendered
figures. Class and the tension between internationalism and
socialism in one country would be another example that comes
under this rubric.
4.

Drawing and blurring lines between them and us.
The presence of so-called minority nationalities, migration
and diaspora, and internal divisions within the dominant ethnic
group all destabilize national identity. In the Peopled Republic,
the minority nationality film provides a site for the examination of
these tensions, as does the issue of spoken language in both
Hong Kong and Taiwanese film. Also the Chineseness of
Chinese cinema itself operates in a tension between its foreign
origins and processes of indigenization that have been the
subject of major debate in Chinese-language academia.
5-

Ordering the nation.
Although all national citizens are supposedly equal, this is
not only complicated by other identities in addition to national
identity. It is also compromised by the question of the power
structures that link and mobilize citizens. The tensions and
differences between Confucian patriarchy, Confucian capitalism,
Taiwanese democracy, and Communist dictatorship of the
proletariat can all be traced in Chinese cinemas.
6.

The transnational itself.
As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the
international marketplace for Hong Kong cinema, the migration
of Hong Kong directors and stars, and the international
circulation of films from mainland China and Taiwan all provide
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ample opportunities to consider the transnational cinema itself,
beyond any simple territorial or cultural claim to Chinese identity.
In addition to the flows of directors and stars, in recent
years there has also been a flow of academics, whether as
permanent migrants or temporary travelers, between various
Chinese territories and the rest of the world. This brings us to
our third point.
■

If we can begin to speak of “transnational film studies”
now, how should we understand our positions and the
located or perspectival quality of all knowledge in relation
to our own identities within this transnational academic
field?

Earlier in this essay, we used the rather clumsy phrase
“English-speaking academ ia. This was chosen to mark our
uncertainty about whether or not the rethinking of the “nation” we
have discussed above is also operative in Chinese-speaking
academia, and in particular the Chinese-speaking academia of
the People's Republic.
This then raises the question of transnational film studies
not only in terms of transnational objects of study and a
transnational framework but also in terms of a transnational field.
In this regard, the transnationalization of Chinese film studies
may merit some attention in itself. Maybe we need to think about
the histories of our own national and cultural identities and how
our locations and journeys determine the knowledges we
develop. For example, it is quite clear that this is not an article
produced by westerners for a Western readership, as would
probably have been the case fifteen years ago. Instead, anyone
writing on Chinese cinema in English (but not, say, French or
Spanish or Russian) must be aware that their work will also be
read by people for whom the questioning of any coherence and
unity of the nation may not be so widely and readily accepted as
it is in English-speaking academia, if not amongst the Englishspeaking public in general. In these circumstances, we should
consider our position. For, as Rey Chow has pointed out in the
course of an article that problematizes Chineseness, for
westerners to participate in such a project without questioning
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their own identity and position is untenable; "It is. . .important for
us to question the sustained, conspicuous silence in the field of
China studies on what it means for certain white scholars to
expound so freely on the Chinese tradition, culture, language,
history, women and so forth in the postcolonial age. . .The
theorization of C hineseness, in other words, would be
incomplete without a concurrent problematization of whiteness
within the broad frameworks of China and Asia studies” （Chow
1998: 9-10).
Therefore, let us close by emphasizing that we do not
investigate the participation of the Chinese cinema in the
impossible and unending task of constructing Chineseness as
westerners intending to support an anti-Chinese neo-Cold War
policy that props up a sense of western identity and superiority.
Instead, it is because we believe that all of us, whatever our
perspective, need to be aware that no transnational connection
across the growing Sino-“Western” confrontation at the turn of
this new century is possible without an awareness of the
mutually enmeshed nature of the very framework that is once
again constructing that seeming—and potentially all too real—
divide.
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